I.
Introduction:
Mathematics is the most important subject as compared to the other because it has a lot of branches and techniques for finding the formulae on the problem of various fields in the world. It is applied techniques like "Advances in computational Mathematics", In this branch Mathematical framework is used for solving various problems of science and Technology and Application of differential equation is a truism that nothing is permanent except change and the primary purpose of differential equations is to serve as a tool for the study of change in the physical world and also. So we have to use the mathematical framework and applied technique for studying the relation between Corruption and Development in each and every field of the country India or world.
Also, I have to highlight the problem of "corruption" in front of our country or the world. Because, present days, every person in society is suffering from corruption in every field such as Government offices, Educational offices, politicians and Judiciary and its related officers of various courts of our country and others etc. So that corruptions have removed completely from the society. Therefore, I will try to find the quantity of corruption in our country at any time. Also I will try to find the solution for reducing the growth of corruption from the society as well as in all other field of our country.
II. Methodology:
We have to use the seven steps of mathematical modelling cycle for solving the problem of corruption in the society of any country of the world. Mathematical modelling means, a translation from rest of world to mathematics world. Also, Mathematical model building involves imagination and skills. We can solve any problem of rest of world by using mathematical modelling. The mathematical modelling process is as follows:
"Mathematical Modelling Process" This is known as seven stage of mathematical modelling process.
III.
Mathematical Corruption Model:
3.1: What is Corruption or MC-Model?
Mathematical Corruption or MC-Model is defined as it is a psychological diseases such that * Primary stage: Do the work but get benefit or more, * Medium stage: Not do the work without benefit, * Last stage: Without work but get benefit or more. Note that benefit belongs to money or gift or other facility.
3.2: What is Ҝ or Mathematical E-virus constant? :
The Mathematical E-virus constant Ҝ is defined as sum of the negative characters of person lead to increase the corruption or MC-Model. It is, Note that the E-virus constant Ҝ has main role for strongly increasing the corruption or C-disease. Mathematical E-virus constant is very effective because when it reacts the persons then its poison increases slowly and slowly up to the ten years after that the person will become completely C-disease or Corruption disease.
Types of Corruptions:
There are three types of Corruptions such as I) Negative Corruption: It is the quantity in which the Mathematical E-virus constant Ҝ is less than zero. It has done in particular situations of a person. It is very useful for the health of the society.
II) Constant Corruption:
It is the quantity in which Mathematical E-virus constant Ҝ is equal to zero. If it has done always when Mathematical E-virus constant Ҝ is equal to zero then the health of the society in the country or world will become strong.
III) Positive Corruption:
It is the quantity in which Mathematical E-virus constant Ҝ is greater than zero. If it has done then the health of the society in the country or world will become very weak or sick.
IV. Mathematical Constant corruption level :
It is defined as, "When Ҝ= 0 , that is , "The Authority or chairperson or person had helped in humanity to the some people in their particular circumstances or situations without follows the rules and regulations of that Institutions or state or country." It is known as Mathematical Constant Corruption level. It is always in every country in every year. Therefore, the quantity is C = , when Ҝ = 0.
It is also known as "Initial Corruption level." It is the quantity that is, the negative corruption increases up to the Constant corruption when Ҝ ≤ 0. Further the quantity C = will not change when the Mathematical E-virus
Constant is equal to zero that is Ҝ = 0 and it is used for the development of the peoples who are living in the society. So we say the negative corruption is very useful or very good for the health of the society in the country or world. But if Mathematical E-virus Constant is greater than zero then the positive corruption increases. This is very dangerous for the health of the society in the country or world and the development of the society decreases. The graph of Mathematical Constant Corruption level is as follows:
Fig1: Graph of "Mathematical Constant Corruption level".
V. Mathematical Corruption Model or Mathematical Corruption growth formula:
Suppose the rate of growth of corruption at any time t is proportional to the number C present at that time.
If C is number of corruption at time t, is rate of growth of the corruption.
Then growth law, in short is C = Ҝ C, where Ҝ is constant of proportionality and it denotes the characters of person which leads to increase the corruption.
= Ҝ dt Therefore variables are separable, then integrating to the both side, we get
Initially, when t=0, C = From (ii), = = Putting in (i), we have
This is known as Mathematical Corruption growth formula or MC-Model.
VI. Mathematical Decay law of Corruption formula:
When Ҝ >0, the Corruption will increase and increase to the maximum level. At this level we say, it is very high quantity of Corruption to each and every field in our country or world. That is, every person in society is suffering from Corruption in every field such as Government offices, Educational offices, politicians and Judiciary of our country and others etc. which leads to all over development decreases, so that corruptions have removed completely from society, then the country will be developed in each field.
So, if we will try to control to grow of Corruption by reducing the value of E-virus Ҝ. If E-virus constant Ҝ reduces to zero(0), that is removing all the (-ve) characters of persons belonging in Ҝ then the Corruption (C) will reach to Mathematical Constant corruption level ( ). So we find formula, 
VII.
The study of Mathematical Model base on the Corruption and Development:
The rate of change of Development per unit (-ve) Corruption is directly proportional to the Development.
If D is the number of development per unit corruption C, is the rate of growth of development then Therefore, the present problem is governed by the differential equation 
----------------(iv)
By taking logarithm on both sides, We have,
Ҝ= -------------------(v)
Where Ҝ denotes the Mathematical E-virus constant that is (-ve) characters of person which leads to increase the Corruption.
VIII.
Illustrations:
Mathematical Corruption Growth in the Country (general) India:
Suppose, we assume that there was no corruption in the country, India at 15 August, 1947 (That was time our nation India became freedom from British) and our nation population was 35 crore at that time. Therefore, corruption C=0, when t=0. After 10 years, 15 August, 1957, corruption was one percentage of old population, that is C=0.35 crore.
We know that,
0.35 = But we take Ҝ =0, we have 0.35 = 0.35 = , where =1.
=0.35 crore Putting in (vi), we get C =0.35 -----------------------(ii) Then at 15 August, 1967, the corruption would be double of old.
That is C = 0.70 crore in time t=10 years. The above table shows the Corruption and related Development in crores. Also I have observed that the Corruption increases and the Development decreases of the country India. The Graph of Corruption and Development shows the reality of the present situation in the country India.
Mathematical Graph:
From the above table, I draw the graph of Corruption and Development is as follows. From the graph, It shows the development of the country India when Corruptions have removed completely from the society. That is when Corruption C tends to then the Development D will be increased to the high level.
Therefore, we can say that when the E-virus constant Ҝ tends to zero then C tends to . = Then the Development D will be really development of the society of any Country in the world.
IX.

Conclusion:
In this paper, we will try to study on the problem of "corruption" in the society by using Mathematical modeling techniques. From the above two illustrations we have observed and it concluded that if the population growth will increase exponentially then the quantity of corruption will increase exponentially also and the growth of corruption depends on the Mathematical E-virus constant Ҝ. When Ҝ > 0, the growth of (+ve) corruption will increase to the high level and at that time development of the society of any fields will decrease. When we will control the Mathematical E-virus constant Ҝ that is Ҝ ≤ 0, the (+ve) corruption will decrease to the Mathematical constant corruption level, at that time development of the society will increase of any fields or any country of the world. Also we know that "Mathematical modeling and its applications" is a process of solving a particular type of problem generated by corresponding situations of the real world. The transformation from the real world to mathematics is achieved through the use of a mathematical model, which, briefly speaking, is an idealized (simplified) representation of the basic characteristics of the real situation through the use of a suitable set of mathematical symbols, relations and functions and mathematical model building involves imagination and skills. So we say this is the "Comparatively Mathematical Study Model Base between Corruption and Development."
